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“Content precedes design. Design in the absence  

of content is not design—it is decoration.”  
                                       (Jeffrey Zeldman, A List Apart Magazine) 

 

Yes! However, good design amplifies your message—

and a powerful Call-To-Action (CTA) seals the deal.  

Hi, I am Tekla Szymanski, founder of Content + 

Design LLC. I provide content strategy and web 

development services for nonprofits and personal 

brands. In this guide, I’ll show you the most 

important design elements needed to create a 

powerful CTA that delivers. One that helps you reach 

more clients, sign up more subscribers or increase 

donations to your organization’s campaigns.  
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INTRODUCTION 

A Call-to-Action (CTA) is an 

interactive element on a 

webpage that entices a user 

to take an action that can be 

measured, such as donating 

to a cause, signing up for a 

newsletter or downloading a 

freebie (thank you for downloading this one!).  

The CTA features a short personal introduction (microcopy) and a 

prominent button to click to donate or register your email or to 

sign up for a product, service or freebie.  

A clear CTA is one of 

the most powerful 

tools to achieve high 

conversion rates for 

webpages, especially 

for nonprofits that 

want to solicit 

donations, since 59% 

of all donations are given online. If you offer a service, have 

products to sell or are soliciting donations, you need a strong CTA 

that delivers. 
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But before you create your CTA, ask yourself if a potential donor 

or client clicked on your site right now, would they immediately 

find what s/he is looking for? Would they immediately understand 

the purpose of the site?  

Then put yourself in your users’ shoes and determine what they 

can gain from browsing this website for the first time. What 

would you want to read first? Then clearly define the most 

important question of all: “What do I want my visitors/donors to 

do once they visit 

my site?” This is 

your CTA.  

Good design places 

the user first. It 

stresses their needs 

and omits any use 

of “I, mine, me, 

my.” It immediately conveys an appropriate first impression that 

reflects your brand or organization. It builds trust.  

A good CTA earns revenue—and it helps your users get the most 

from your site as quickly and as seamlessly as possible, 

regardless of whether they visit your site on their desktop, 

phones or tablets.  
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Good design and consistent branding impacts your return on 

investment. Donations, purchases and registrations made on 

pages that visually reflect your brand are 65% higher than on 

generic pages, or on third party pages that force the user to leave 

your site for another platform.  

Brands and nonprofits must create a consistent user experience 

on their websites and on their CTA pages to maximize usage and 

profits.  

Your design 

mirrors your 

expertise and 

the authority 

that you want 

to convey to 

your site’s 

visitors. It 

influences how people perceive your brand or organization. Users 

make up their minds about you based first on visual design 

elements and their shortcomings—and then on your content. 

Good design increases your professionalism and your 

trustworthiness. That said, however, your content should never 

fall short. 
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Simplicity in design is key to a great user experience. Avoid 

complexity—because your main priority in content + design is to 

deliver your message and move users to take a specific action. To 

help them, minimize the steps they need to take toward that 

action on your site, such as email registration, newsletter sign up, 

submitting donations or 

initiating a purchase.   

Good design visually limits the 

steps a user has to take to get 

where s/he wants and makes 

the process simple, intuitive 

and short—otherwise, s/he 

will leave. And your 

competition is always just a 

few clicks away. 

A clearly branded site that 

uses consistent logos, color 

schemes, navigation and layout has as many as six times the 

customer conversions as an unbranded page.  

For example, Geico uses its animated gecko consistently, even on 

its CTA pages and pop-ups. Branding consistency matters to your 

brand’s recognition and your bottom line—and this consistency is 

equally achieved with your design and your content. 
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A strong online brand features 

on its site a clear CTA button on 

every page and in the same 

place (and you’ll learn where to 

place it later on). In addition, 

all CTA buttons have the same 

size, color, shape and use the 

same keywords as content.  

This establishes your identity 

and personality, which in turn 

increases trust in your brand 

and sharpens recognition.  

This strategy builds your know > like > trust factor with clients 

and donors, which ultimately will convert into a better 

relationship with them. 

But before designing your CTA page, it is best to create a style 

guide for your logo, color scheme, fonts and specific language 

used on your site. This way, your design is consistent across your 

website, in your communications, including branding of emails, 

brochures and other printed and electronic material and on your 

CTA pages.  
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CTA: CONTENT 

Only a clearly defined CTA guides the user to what s/he should 

do. Without good, targeted content, the design of your CTA is 

meaningless. Your content frames your CTA and gives it meaning. 

It creates a unique story and provides background. It convinces 

and persuades.  

Most importantly, the content 

should make it clear that the 

CTA is not about you or your 

brand, it is about the users. 

What can you do to help 

them? What is in it for them?  

Make your CTA benefit-

oriented as well as action-

oriented.  

One CTA per page is a rule of thumb—and if you don’t make the 

decision for the user what the options are, they won’t.  

You need one high-impact message and you have a very short 

window of attention—or else, potential donors or clients will move 

on to the next site.  
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As Seth Godin simplifies the process in The Big Red Fez, “If the 

banana [the CTA] isn’t easy to see, easy to get and obvious, the 

monkey [the user] is going to lose interest. But if you can make it 

clear to the monkey what’s in it for him, odds are he’ll do what 

you want. […] Force yourself to design each and every page with 

one and only one primary objective. That’s the banana. Make it 

big. Make it obvious. Fight the urge to be all things. Pick one 

thing. If you don’t pick, they won’t either.”   

Your CTA page is your 

one chance to succinctly 

tell your story and appeal 

to potential donors or 

clients, without putting 

you, your brand or your 

organization at the 

center.  

Use facts and data (but 

no insider jargon) and only when it directly relates to the story, 

to the cause or the problem the user is interested in solving. 

Make it personable; be yourself. If your copy doesn’t show 

excitement, conviction and passion about the cause/mission or 

service you offer, nobody else will fill in the blanks for you.  
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Simplify the process. Give potential donors a few dollar amount 

options to choose from so they don’t have to decide. Focus on the 

end result and convey to users that they have the power to 

actively take part and make a difference or find an answer to 

their needs. Provide proof of their power to take the next step. 

Create a sense of urgency. 

Write a general but brief introduction, boiled down to the most 

essential facts, followed by an informative description about the 

benefits for the user if s/he takes action. Follow that with 

testimonials from past donors or clients (video testimonials have 

the most impact) to emphasize trustworthiness and past 

accomplishments.  

Create a platform for unfiltered, genuine stories to share. All of 

those will establish your authority, your professionalism and 

sincerity. Offer one clear CTA. Then deliver on your promise. Your 

clients and donors are more than an invoice number or a name 

on a tax receipt. 

Clearly convey with your content these three main points 

on your CTA page: 

 What’s your big idea? Describe a cause or problem 

that triggers emotions (anger, sadness, 

helplessness, hopefulness, anticipation, urgency). 
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 Your programs or services—how are they unique? 

Offer solutions to that cause or problem. 

 

 How can people get involved, take action or ask 

for help? 

In addition, make sure to: 

 Proofread, 

proofread, 

proofread!  

At right, an actual 

example what can happen if you don’t. 

 

 Get to the point and make every single letter count. 

Simplify, simplify, simplify. Incentivize and persuade.  

 

 Offer a genuine Thank You message after the form is 

submitted and specify what the donor/potential client can 

expect to happen or what s/he can do next. Tell them how 

you will follow up. If you are soliciting donors, tell them how 

their donation has made a difference and the progress of the 

campaign and how you will be accountable to them. That 

applies to potential clients as well: How will you help them 

help themselves going forward. Always follow through and 

deliver! 
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 Inform your users how you will use their information and 

that you respect their privacy. 

   

 Use distinctive blocks of content to guide the visitor visually, 

or bullets for better information absorption. Focus on one 

thing at a time and only use one CTA per page.  

 

  

 Clear all clutter from your page and eliminate all extra steps 

for users to take action. 

 

 Simplify your language; help users understand. If you don’t, 

people will flee and seek out the competition. 

 

 Don’t use too generic a title for your CTA button text, i.e. 

“download” or “submit” or “click here” or “continue.” These 

words create the illusion of work for the users.  
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 Highlight the value and the benefit. Use sentences and 

capitalize each word to grab attention: “Take the Next Step 

to…” or “Make a Difference and…” or “Learn How to…” or 

“Stay Connected with…” or “Join the Fun and….” Users 

should know what they’re signing up for and that your CTA 

offers benefits for them.  

 

 Slide-in CTAs at the bottom or top have a higher conversion 

rate than centered pop-ups, but that depends on the users 

targeted. Some find a slide-in CTA obtrusive; others prefer 

this subtle “nudge” over a pop-up that disrupts the content 

flow. Then again, a CTA is meant to disrupt, without 

becoming annoying. Test what works best with a few users. 

 

 Employ exit pop-up 

CTAs (example at 

right) to give you one 

last chance to convert 

visitors to email 

subscribers and to 

entice donors to 

consider donating before they leave your site. 
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CTA: DESIGN 

Studies show that people look at the left side of their screen first; 

their eye movements follow a “Z-Pattern”: top left > top right > 

bottom left > bottom right. The best spot to place your logo and 

your CTA button is toward the left-side of the screen and before 

the user has to 

scroll down. 

Your CTA has to 

be instantly 

visible, obvious, 

informative and 

unambiguous. 

Offer one 

incentive and 

provide a reason why they should care and click for more, like a 

freebie or a gift or a matching donation.    

A best practice in building a CTA page is to design it with the 

knowledge that the user’s attention goes first to the larger 

elements (images, headlines, font sizes, boxes, color contrasts). 

Those establish a level of significance, a visual hierarchy: Big vs. 

small; bold colors vs. weak colors; towards the top of the screen 

vs. at the bottom; as part of a pattern vs. as a standalone 

element; placed together vs using white space.  
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According to the “Von Restorff Effect,” when multiple similar 

objects or elements are present on a page, the one that differs 

from the rest is most likely to be remembered. That element is 

your CTA in action—and a highly visible CTA button clearly 

establishes that hierarchy. It guides the user’s eye movement 

and attention and leads them visually to what you want them to 

read and eventually, click on first.  

That said, the bigger the better—but if your CTA is too big, it will 

be misunderstood as a banner ad and ignored. It can spoil the 

visual hierarchy of the other 

elements. A good rule of thumb, 

especially if your CTA is complex: 

minimalist design for maximum 

functionality. Your content dictates 

the design.   

Use images next to your CTA button 

strategically and choose images of 

people looking directly at the site 

visitor (see example at right) or 

position the CTA button to visually draw the user in (see example 

on the next page). Adapt the image to your brand’s color scheme 

for instant brand recognition when placed on its own page.  
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One trick to make the CTA pop 

out is to make it appear closer 

to the user by placing it inside 

of an overlay box (see Uber’s 

CTA below. Although the button 

color choice is poor and green 

or red would have been better). The overlay box should have a 

background color hue that is slightly darker than the page 

background, but of the exact same color. Another visual trick in 

designing your square or rectangle CTA buttons is to design them 

with rounded corners, which feels like they point inside, drawing 

attention to the text within. 

 

Here are more points to 

consider in your design. 

 The text outside and 

inside the CTA should 

be highly readable, 

using a pleasant 

contrasting font with 

the right weight. Don’t 

use all caps to “scream” at your users (as Uber does). 
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 Your CTA page, the form and the “Thank You” receipt after 

submitting the form (including all follow up emails) have to 

be branded, i.e. match the feel, the color scheme, layout 

and visuals of the website and include your logo. Your 

subsequent “Thank You” email or pop up should offer even 

more incentives and take the relationship further. 

  

 Your CTA page and 

all forms must be 

mobile-friendly. 

Half of all web 

traffic comes from 

mobile devices, 

with more than 

59% of donations 

made online and 

35% on phones and tablets—which is one more reason to 

keep the CTA form short and have a large CTA button 

surrounded by (thumb-friendly) white space to strategically 

enhances the button’s hierarchy.   

 

 Test your CTA page on different desktop browsers and on 

mobile and tablet devices.  
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 Ask your users only for necessary information when filling 

out forms to be submitted—and in logical order. Use “sticky 

forms,” meaning 

users don’t have to 

input their info 

over and over 

again. Don’t use 

captcha on your 

forms, which slows 

down the 

registration 

process, especially on phones and small devices. 

 

 Use the Rule of 

Thirds: Place your 

image or CTA 

button on a 3 x 3 

grid. The eye is 

drawn to images 

divided by thirds. 

Place the focal 

point of your image or CTA button on one of the 

intersections. 
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 Create a sense of urgency in your 

CTA with a countdown timer or a 

progress bar that encourages and 

incentivizes donors and clients to 

act fast. 

 

 Choose highly readable fonts, which are mostly in the  

sans-serif family and not smaller 

than 16 points, in order to 

improve mobile readability. 

 

AVOID 

 

 Big blocks of text 
 Endless-scrolling pages 
 Jargon and impersonal content 
 Linking the logo back to your homepage, adding social 

media buttons and your site navigation to the CTA 

form/pop-up/page so as not to give users an exit point to 

leave  
 Images as your CTA button or background pattern, which is 

not considered user-friendly on mobile screens. 
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CTA: COLOR 

Contrary to what you might have heard, the 

color of your CTA button is less important 

than whether it stands out. As long as the 

color pops and contrasts with the 

background and differs from the overall color 

scheme of the site, any color will work. 

Studies have tried to determine whether a 

red button converts better than a green or 

orange one. The results are mixed. What is 

not disputed is that what matters is the 

element of surprise, be it in a color that pops or a placement that 

is unexpected and not part of a pattern.   

Your CTA button color has to highly 

contrast with your color scheme and 

background, not complement it. It 

has to clash. Use white space to 

make it stand out even more.  

A dramatic, powerful red CTA 

button is of not much use when 

your overall color scheme uses red 

hues. Make it yellow or blue. Make it pop. Make it surprising and 

unexpected. Make it irresistible to click.  
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Choose a color 

exclusively for your CTA 

buttons that doesn’t 

complement the overall 

color scheme of your site and use it throughout your site.   

If two CTA buttons side-by-side lack color contrast or are on 

harmonic opposing ends of the color wheel and thus complement 

each other, they lack “actionable enticement.” The users won’t be 

able to decide 

between them or 

they will overanalyze 

the choices given to 

them. Use either 

green or red (never 

together), or either 

blue or yellow (but 

never together). If you offer more than one CTA, choose a stand-

out (key) color for the one you want the user to pick and mute 

the other visually (see sample at top).  

Colors convey emotions: They can be pleasant, harmonic and 

visually appealing—which could be perceived as positive and 

soothing, or as negative, boring and bland. Or they can stand 

out, clash and have a dynamic of their own, which could trigger 

positive feelings of power and authority or they can be seen as 
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disruptive and unsettling. If your brand or organization wants to 

become associated with a certain trait or emotion, your color 

choice can be crucial in conveying that—or it could miss the mark 

entirely.  

 

Here are key elements to watch when choosing color with 

your CTA.  

 RED Be careful when using red. Red is a stop color, 

associated with a delete button, but can also convey 

dominance and urgency. Some color-blind users, however, 

will see red as a yellow hue. 

 

 ORANGE Deemed 

by some designers 

the future of all 

CTA buttons—BOB, “Big Orange Button”. It represents 

energy, enthusiasm and a get-it-done attitude. It is more 

inviting, friendlier and sociable than red. 

 

 GREEN Effective for sites that are geared toward 

environmental causes and nature. Green conveys positive 

emotions, calm and cleanliness. Be careful though: Some 

color-blind users may see green as a yellow hue. 
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 YELLOW Friendly and upbeat, but yellow can clash with the 

color of the text. 

 

 BLUE Blends in easily. Make sure it contrasts with other 

colors and the background. Since most links are blue on 

websites as a default, a blue CTA conveys a clickable link, 

which is good. But it needs to stand out. 

 

 Buttons with heavier colors stand out more:  

red hues (heaviest) » blue hues » green hues » orange hues 

» yellow hues (lightest). 

 

Avoid or pay attention to: 

 Don’t use more than 2-3 

colors if you have more than 

one CTA choice and pick the 

right color contrast to convey 

preferences quickly (the CTA 

at right stands out and pops 

using only 2 colors). 

 

 Be wary of cultural difference in color perceptions if your 

target audience is international. 
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 Don’t use animations. They distract and sometimes even 

annoy. So do videos or audio clips that auto play, once the 

page loads. 

 

 Be mindful of color-blind or visually impaired users. As many 

as 8% of males are color-blind. A color-blind person sees 

red and green in yellow hues, with little contrast.   

 

 Use ample white space around your CTA button to de-clutter 

the page and make it easier for mobile users to click. 

 

 The font color within your CTA button should contrast with 

the button background as much as possible. 

 

 Women and 

men differ in 

their color 

preferences. 

Take your 

target audience 

into 

consideration when choosing your CTA button colors.  
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 Harmonic colors work on your site overall, but using that 

same color for your CTA will make it disappear.  

 

The colors in the example below are beautiful and 

complement each other—but the CTA gets lost amid all that 

harmony. Only the logo stands out and captures the user’s 

attention. A better color choice would have been a clashing 

color like green. 
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CTA: DESIGN CHECKLIST 

There are many elements to a well-designed CTA. To get you 

started, use this checklist with the most important design 

elements concerning the content, the design and the color of your 

CTA. Check them off as you go.   

 

CONTENT  

 Did you write clear, brief copy that sets the stage for your 

CTA: your cause, your solutions and what the user can do? 

 

 Did you stress the tangible benefit the user gets in return for 

his/her action, starting with your headline? Did you use “free” to 

entice? 

 

 Did you place only one CTA per page? 

 

 Have you created a sense of urgency, personalized to the user 

in you CTA copy?  

 

 Did you add testimonials and stories from past donors/clients? 
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 Did you create genuine and branded “Thank You” pop-ups and 

follow up emails? 

 

 Did you inform users about your respect for their privacy? 

 

 Did you eliminate all unnecessary steps a user has to take to 

comply with your CTA? 

 

 Did you simplify your language? This includes no industry-

specific jargon, abbreviations, slang, puns that could be 

misunderstood or offend. 

 

 Did you use sentences as CTA button copy: Not “submit” but 

“Take the Next Step to…” or “Make a Difference and...” or 

“Receive a Free…” and capitalize each word? 

 

 Did you use small readable chunks of text or a bulleted list? 

 

 Did you proofread, proofread and proofread some more? 

 

 Did you test-drive your CTA with five users to fine-tune? 
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DESIGN  

 Did you place your CTA on the bottom left side of your page 

but before users need to scroll down?  

 

 Did you make the CTA clearly visible? 

 

 Did you make the CTA button large and unambiguous enough  

and not part of a layout or design pattern—but not too large to be 

mistaken for a banner ad? 

 

 Did you place an image of a person directly looking at the user 

or facing the CTA button? 

 

 Does your image/visual match the CTA content? 

 

 Did you place your CTA in a slightly darker shaded overlay box 

to make it appear closer? 

 

 Did you design your square or rectangle button with rounded 

corners to draw attention to the text within? 
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 Did you use a highly readable, sans-serif font not smaller than 

16 points with a font color that contrasts with the background 

color and pops? 

 

 Did you remember not to use all caps for your CTA copy, 

including the headline and button text? 

 

 Is your CTA page/form branded and mirrors your site (except 

the CTA button color!), including layout, fonts and logo? 

 

 Is your form as short as it can be? 

 

 Is your CTA page mobile- and tablet-friendly? 

 

 Did you leave enough (thumb-friendly) white space around 

your CTA button and its text for readability? 

 

  Did you use “sticky” forms to help the user? 

 

 Did you eliminate all captchas from your forms or at least kept 

them simple and quick to perform? 
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 On you CTA pop-up form/page, did you eliminate all social 

media buttons and site navigation links? Have you unlinked your 

logo so as not to give users an exit point? 

 

 Did you test your page/pop-up form in different browsers, on 

mobile and tablets? 

 

 Did you break up your CTA copy into blocks of text, bullet 

points and/or subheadings to help users quickly scan and absorb 

the information? 

 

 Did you limit your CTA page length so users don’t have to 

scroll down? 

 

 Did you make sure not to use images or background patterns 

as your CTA button?  

 

 If appropriate, did you add a countdown timer or progress bar 

to create a sense of urgency for your campaign? 
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COLOR  

 Does the color of your CTA button contrast with the 

background? 

 

 Did you choose a color for your CTA that doesn’t complement 

the overall color scheme of your site but clashes? 

 

 Did you leave enough white space around your CTA & button? 

 

 Is the color of your CTA button reserved exclusively for all 

your CTA buttons on your site? 

 

 If you have more than one CTA choice for your users: did you 

choose one key (standout) option and “mute” the ones that you 

prefer less by scaling down their color intensity? 

 

 Does the color choice of your CTA reflect the feel of your brand 

and the character of your target audience? 

 

 Did you ensure that your CTA is clear for color-blind users? 
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 If you solicit international users: Did you check whether your 

color choice clashes with your culturally diverse audience? 

  

 Did you make sure not to use more than 2-3 colors in your  

CTA? 

 

 Did you make sure not to use animations and have you 

disabled auto play for videos and audio clips? 

 

NOTES 
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ABOUT CONTENT + DESIGN LLC 

I am Tekla Szymanski, founder of Content + Design LLC, 

your one-stop shop for content strategy and WordPress 

development for nonprofits and personal brands. 

You have a small team and even less time. I hear you. And since 

your website deserves an editor, writer and web designer who 

understands how to leverage your 

unique content and adapt the 

right design to it, I can help you.  

If you have a story to tell, a 

mission to share or a service to 

offer, I will help you find the right 

platform and create a compact 

website that delivers a clear call-to-action to find new clients, 

recruit volunteers or increase donations.  

Content + Design LLC saves you time and money from hiring 

separate content, development and admin teams. You will enjoy 

peace of mind with ongoing security and maintenance web 

services—long after our design is done.  

Contact me for a free 20-minute consultation  

how to revamp your CTA 

or redesign/develop your website. 

mailto:editor@tekla-szymanski.com
https://www.tekla-szymanski.com
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DISCLAIMER 

 

This guide provides recommendations for a successful CTA design at the time of 

publication; it is by no means complete. Designing a powerful CTA depends on the 

time you devote to the information given and on the amount of action you take to 

implement it. These factors vary. Success or outcomes cannot be guaranteed, nor 

can I be held responsible for the performance of your CTA. I will update this guide 

periodically.  

 

editor@tekla-szymanski.com 
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